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New!
T2 and T3 Universal Slot Pattern

DBA introduces the new T2 and T3 precision slot patterns 

on their award-winning high performance disc rotors. 

The increased number of out-gassing exit points for 

brake pad friction gasses to escape provides consistent 

and effective braking.

Bi-Symmetrical curved slots dampen the vibration 

harmonics and noise while providing a smoother, quieter 

and more responsive pedal feel.

Tri-Symmetrical curved slots dampen vibrations, 

harmonics and noise resulting in a smoother, quieter 

and more responsive pedal feel. The increased number of 

slots offer additional out-gassing points which increase 

the consistency and effectiveness of every stop. 

• Clears gasses, heat and debris from the rotor face

• Reduces vibration and harmonics

• Eliminates the need for left and right discs

Specially Formulated XG-150 Cast Iron

DBA’s cast iron material is specifically  

formulated for high heat absorption and dissipation critical 

for effective braking during spirited driving.

Thermo-Graphic Temperature Monitoring

Thermo-Graphic paint markings that change color at specific 

temperature thresholds. By monitoring the markings, drivers 

can check their braking performance quickly and easily.  

Initial Color: When Rotor Color
 Exceeds Changes To:
 Temperature 

 458oC/856oF

 550oC/1022oF

 630oC/1166oF

DBA Standard Gold
Looks great behind open style
alloy wheels.

DBA Standard T2 Slotted
Unique curved slot design provides an 
aggressive look for any street car.

DBA 4000 XS Sport
Disc rotors for serious street performance 
driver desiring unmatched styling & appearance. 

DBA 4000 T3 Slotted
Street performance and track drivers 
desiring unmatched braking performance.

Ideal for enthusiasts looking for  
an upgrade over stock rotors.

Street Series

Ideal for performance enthusiasts looking for a 

performance braking solution with unmatched 

styling and appearance.

4000 Series

Designed for extreme road 
and race applications.

5000 Series

DBA 5000 T3 Slotted
Lightweight, two-piece disc for 
motorsport applications.

DBA 5000 replacement rotors
replacement rotors designed for MOTORsport 
applications.
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DBA is the consumer’s best choice for high performance 

disc brake rotors. The company’s technical expertise 

provides solutions that deliver superior performance for 

severe duty and high energy applications with unmatched 

styling and appearance.

DBA’s performance range of disc rotors features  

the hi-tech patented Kangaroo Paw® ventilation  

system – 144 diamond and teardrop shaped pillars and  

columns, individually spaced between the rotor faces.   

The pillars provide greater strength and surface area,  

increasing heat dissipation.

Thermal Stability Profiling

The unique process of Thermal Stability Profiling (TSP) 

enhances the microstructure of the disc rotor allowing 

the disc to take more heat and maintain stability under 

heavy braking. TSP improves rotor and pad life.

Maximum cooling,  
reduced wheel bearing fatigue,  
warpage, runout and brake fade.


